Foreword
who take up Part II of this Commentary on St John's Gospel

Those

may

find

it

While historians of

difficult reading.

spirituality

have

enthused about its mystical qualities, the present day person is in
danger of finding style and content so remote from contemporary
approaches to Scripture that they may miss some of the treasures
that lie within. Treasures undoubtedly lie within these pages to
enrich the heart of the believer, of the one
life is

know the one true God and Jesus

to

Within these reflections on the

who knew

who

accepts that eternal

Christ

whom he has sent.

of Jesus lies the experience of one

life

own

Jesus intimately in his

heart.

That awareness and

quiet contemplative sense of the presence of Jesus, Lord of

all, is

what these pages communicate.
To arrive
crossed

at that

awareness, however, several hurdles have to be

— hurdles of language, thought, unspoken assumption and

custom. Not only those of the biblical world but those of the world
Francis Libermann lived in

—

a Franco-German Jewish home,

mid 19th century French Catholic theology
impoverished scholastic theology, Jansenistic morality.
Latinised linguistic style no doubt correctly rendered by the
translator, Fr Myles L. Fay, into an equally classical English diction.
The journey the reader takes is two-fold
back to mid 19th century
France to Francis Libermann
and secondly, in his company, to the
faith world of St John. If readers have difficulty extending tolerance
and understanding to times and places other than their own, this
book is not for them. If they can cross these barriers, then they will
find themselves immersed in a profound and loving awareness of
the one true God made flesh in Jesus Christ.
Some aspects of Libermann's approach to Scripture may tend to
deter present day readers. Accustomed to a reading of Scripture
which concentrates on its historical and literary sense, one may find
his free-ranging reflections unusual. His approach is more like that
Sulpician spirituality,

with

its

—

—
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of a medieval writer than a

the

lectio

method

divina

home with

this

modern, though anyone who has used

of biblical meditation will probably feel at

commentary.

senses of Scripture, the

literal

Medieval scholars

identified

four

or historical sense; the moral sense

which applies the Word of God to human life; the anagogical sense
which sees the future life of heaven foreshadowed in the text; the
allegorical sense which describes how the New Testament is
prefigured in the Old. Libermann, following the custom of the time,
distinguishes broadly the literal and spiritual senses, i.e. the first of
these listed above and the other three grouped under the title
'spiritual' sense. Generally speaking, once one accepts this broader
approach to Scripture, the spiritual interpretation is readily
acceptable.

There

is,

perhaps, one exception to

this.

I

refer to a practical kind

which takes one element in the Bible
which bears no direct relationship to the

of allegorical interpretation

and hangs a meaning on
original

text.

it

One example

is

Libermann's account

of

the

multiplication of the loaves in Jn 6. He sees the five loaves as
referring to the five wounds of the passion, the twelve baskets of
leftovers as referring to the tribes of Israel, the fragments gathered

as signifying
artificial

unused graces

association

in the

Church's treasury. This kind of

may not stir our hearts. However, it forms but

While his deepest
purpose is to bring out the spiritual message of the Gospel as he
perceives it, the literal sense is the main concern of his exegesis.
His sense of the divine, of its primacy and transcendence, leads
Libermann to write at times in language which seems to depreciate
human nature and its embodiment in human flesh. The very words
nature and flesh have specific meanings within Libermann's
terminology which differ from our everyday speech. We use the
words nature and natural for what is around and within us and for
what most befits what the world and we ourselves are. In
Libermann's vocabulary nature refers to humanity's condition after
the Fall. In other words it speaks of that aspect of our being which
is prone to sin, which tends towards evil, rebels against God. It is a
code-word for our sinful tendencies as opposed to the Godward
a small proportion of the Commentary's

viii

text.
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tendencies provided by grace.

—

Similarly flesh for us refers to our

humanity
to our bodies, as when we say. This is more than flesh
and blood can bear.' Flesh for Libermann refers approximately to
the same aspect of our being as nature, the tendency to spiritual
blindness and self-centred action which afflicts us all.
Modern readers also find that Libermann undervalues earthly
and human realities. His attention and commitment is focused
directly on God. This attitude of mind comes partly from his
Jansenistic environment, partly from his overriding concern to live

communion with God, to put into practice the first Christian,
commandment, 'You shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul, and with all your mind' (Mt 22:37).
This of course repeats the injunction of Deuteronomy 6:5
therefore a command which was in Libermann' s mind and heart
since early childhood. His own relationships with others show him
to have been a warm affectionate friend to members of his own
family and fellow missionaries, deeply concerned that his
in

—

colleagues were adequately provided for with food, clothing and
life. As a missionary superior he repeatedly put
guard against neglecting health and well being. His
undoubtedly burning zeal for God did not prevent him recognising,
using and thanking God for the material blessings which God
provided for himself and his followers.

the necessities of
his

men on

Libermann turns to the theology of Jesus' two natures, human
and divine, to comment on the texts in John's Gospel, notably in
Chapter V, w^here he speaks of the joint action of Father and Son.
Some readers may have difficulty with this approach. Having two
natures, human and divine, implies that in Jesus both his divine
mind and will as well as his human mind and will are at work in
each situation. In God, one and three, there is only one mind and
one will, common to the three persons of the Trinity. Consequently,
there is complete unity between the Father and Son in thought and
choice. What the Father thinks, the Son thinks, what the Father
chooses the Son chooses.
Jesus' humanity is so harmonised with his divine nature, that his
human mind and w^ill are perfectly synchronised with his divine
ix
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mind and
thought

and

will.

result

will, Jesus'

such as Jn

own

is

divine

mind and

will

— between the Father's mind

and

his

human mind and will.
commentary on texts
Son can do nothing of

the background to Libermann's

5:19, Truly, truly,

I

say to you, the

what he sees the Father doing; for
the Son does likewise.' This harmony

accord, but only

whatever he

does, that

between Father and Son
actions,

complete harmony exists in mind and

at all three levels of activity

This in brief
his

As a

human and

stretches across the

range of the Son's

divine. In his divine nature Jesus does

whatever the Father does;

in his

human

nature he thinks and

chooses in perfect harmony with his divine thought and choice.

Readers

may find that Libermann was so focused on Jesus'

divine

nature that he minimised his humanity. In this presentation of Jesus

Fourth Gospel, he proposes a supremely transcendental
image of Christ whose earthly involvements, even bodily functions
like eating and drinking, are a matter of choice. One commentator
notes that in this he borders on the unorthodox. One can allow
certain liberties of language in this kind of exposition. Nonetheless,
the general reader brought up on a Tow Christology', which stresses
the humanity of Jesus, may not find Libermann's perspective
immediately attractive. However, in prayer one may come to see
the direction of his thought which points unswervingly to the
ultimate goal of human striving, communion in Christ with the
Father. As St Paul might say, our real life is hidden with Christ
in God. This is Libermann's perspective. Consequently, his
interpretation of the Fourth Gospel refers more to this ultimate stage
of human endeavour rather than to any stops along the way.
The majesty and unity of God is one of the great themes running
through this commentary as it does through the Gospel of St John.
St John's Gospel presents us with what in current theology is
termed a 'high Christology', that is a view of Christ which sees him
primarily as God, secondarily as man. St John's focus on Christ's
in the

what Libermann takes up and enlarges to fill the screen.
His approach to Jesus is that of the devout Jew to Yahweh, one of
adoration, submission and self-giving. That same awareness leads
him to grapple in his reflection with the problems the text poses.
divinity

is
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and V, of reconciling the unity of God with
and the unity of the divine person with
the diversity of persons
particularly in chapters

I

—

the duality of natures in the Word-made-flesh. Again,

some may

find this difficult reading.

Libermann's reflections lead him briefly in Chapter I to expound
day Following St Augustine,
Christian theology saw in the working of the human mind a model
which provides a glimpse of how in God there can be one divine
nature in three divine persons. The human mind, as the origin of all
its activities, comes to know itself through an insight from which
flows a concept
a mental 'word' or definition of what it has
perceived. When what is perceived is good and beautiful, then a
the theology of the Trinity of his

—

movement

of the will

— in love — takes place.

In

God this

concept,

which expresses the infinite being of the
of God. This Word is equal in all
expresses. The Word (or Son of God as we

definition or mental 'word'

Father

God

is

the eternal

things to the reality

it

Word

more commonly name him)
he

is

is

equal to the Father in being because

the perfect image, replica of the Father.

The Father

—

is infinite

as an artist
so too his expression of himself in Word
might express himself perfectly in music, verse or stone. Similarly,
in being;

when the Father perceives the wonder of his own being, love flows.
And because his being is infinite so too is the love infinite which
follows knowledge.
Spirit.

The

Spirit is

because the one
is

That love is, of course, the one we call Holy
equal to Father and Son in all things precisely

who loves — the

commensurate with the

except that he

is

Father

—

The Spirit too
with him in all things

is infinite.

Father, identical

the eternal love of God, directed firstly to the Father

and then to creation — to everything and everyone the
Father has made. This theology of the Blessed Trinity underlies
Libermann's reflections on the Word who was in the beginning,
'...was with God, and ...was God'(Jn 1:1). This theology underlines
Libermann's commentary in Chapter 5: 17 - 30 on his cure of a sick
man on the Sabbath Day.
Finally, the Latin text used in this edition is the one which Francis
Libermann followed in his manuscript. The English translation is
taken from the Revised Standard Version In places the Commentary
himself

—

.
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follows the French translation the author had to hand.
differs

notably

from the RSV version, the variant

The Commentary

Where
is

this

provided

provided in English translation
primarily as a text for spiritual reflection. Scholars are referred
to the critical edition, Frangois Libermann, Commentaire de Saint
Jean, Nouvelle Cite, Paris, 1987, the work of Frs Joseph Lecuyer,
Amedeo Martins, Bernard Noel, Alphonse Gilbert. English readers
are indebted to the untiring labours of Fr Myles L. Fay CSSp for this
translation carried out for the most part in difficult mission
in brackets.

is

circumstances. The publishers are grateful to those in Ireland and

Kenya who prepared this text: Fr Thomas O'SuUivan R.I.P.,
Philomena Powell, Margaret O'Sullivan, Mary Murphy, Deirdre
Powell, designers Steven Hope and Alan Ennis.
Brian Gogan CSSp
in

General Editor
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